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GET SET FOR SUCCESS

“Cultivate the yearn to return”

—EMMA BARRY

START WITH THE END IN SIGHT

Boutique fitness delivers a specialized offering to a like-minded community 
within an intimate, high-touch experience and with a pay-as-you-go model. 
These smaller, curated experiences are enticing more people to move as 
they enjoy the luxury touches and hyper-personalization demanded by 
the Millennial mindset today.

By the end of these 12 classes I would like to…. 
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BUILDING A BADASS BOUTIQUE

BUILDING YOUR 10-TOUCH JOURNEY TO 
DESIGNING A FITNESS STUDIO THAT ROCKS 

TOUCH BY TOUCH

Let’s break down each Touch. Here they are at a glance, along with some questions to 
establish where you are at now.

BRAND

 ► Touch 1—Purpose

 ► Touch 2—Pain

 ► Touch 3—Positioning

The first three Ps establish your branding. Why you exist? How you position for the market 
and against competitors? And what solution you are bringing to your community?

PRODUCT

 ► Touch 4—People

 ► Touch 5—Programming

 ► Touch 6—Place

This set of Ps speak to your tangible product. The parts of your business your customers 
see and value. Your exercise formats, your talent, your facility.

SYSTEMS

 ► Touch 7—Processes

 ► Touch 8—Plan

 ► Touch 9—Pace

The final three Ps address your systems—the processes you need in place to make your 
business hum.
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AND FINALLY…

 ► Touch 10—Polish

Everything comes together in a symphony at the end as you assemble your Badass 
Boutique Blueprint.

  NOTES
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BUILDING A BADASS BOUTIQUE

THE MACRO-TRENDS FUELING BOUTIQUE FITNESS 

“Fundamentally, customers do not want choice; they just want exactly what they want” 

—Pine and Gilmore

TAKE NOTE THAT ARE RELEVANT TO YOU, TO YOUR 
BUSINESS AND TO YOUR COMMUNITY...

 ► Chasing Experiences 

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                            

 ► Hyper-personalization 

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                            

 ► Community 

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                            

 ► The enablement of technology 

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                            

 ► High-touch service 
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 ► Pay-per-class experience 

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                           

 ► Stretching into a lifestyle brand 

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                           

 ► Fitness snacking is rampant 

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                           

 ► Word-walls, mantras and ‘The Gram’ 

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                           

  NOTES
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BUILDING A BADASS BOUTIQUE

BOUTIQUE BAROMETER

Honestly answer the 10 questions below to establish a temperature check on your boutique 
business. Give yourself a score out of 10 for each question and plot it on the Boutique 
Barometer Wheel. This will give you a visual guide for where you need work. We’ll then go 
into each topic in more detail in the chapters that follow. 

1. How deeply embedded is your ‘why’? First of all, do you know your why? Really? Does 
it sit beneath every key decision? Has it been socialized within your team and do they 
live and breathe it like you do?

2. How elegant and comprehensive is your solution for members? Are you crystal clear 
on the pain you solve for members? Do you have a full and satisfying solution for that?

3. How powerful is your brand? Does the local community know who you are and what 
you do? Do you have a strong identity? And a good reputation? Does the press call you 
for insightful quotes and represent you with generous write-ups?
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4. How much do your staff and members adore you? Do you have an energetic, loyal 
tribe of people who uphold the company values and do their best when you aren’t in 
the room?

5. How impressive is your programming? Is your programming philosophy sound, 
sitting on science, refreshed regularly, thrilling to do and delivering the results your 
members crave?

6. How inspiring is your studio? Does it provide the backdrop for physical, mental and 
emotional transformation? Are you inspiring the best work from staff and members?

7. How slick, intuitive and seamless are your processes? From booking and paying 
to cleaning and maintenance, training and communication to sales and promotion, do 
your processes make things simple?
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BUILDING A BADASS BOUTIQUE

8. How robust is your plan? Do you have all business aspects covered? Do you have some 
contingency? Are you set up to be agile?

9. How well-paced are you? Tempo is critical in an organization. You want to maintain 
an energetic momentum that keeps people excited, but without burning them out. You 
want to innovate and remain fresh but still execute with excellence. It’s all about balance.

10. How well does your overall blueprint deliver your dream? Are all the pieces in 
place? Is your plan balanced? Sustainable? Inspiring?

  NOTES
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Boutique Barometer Wheel

SYSTEMS BRAND10 7.5

5

2.5

1

9 2

7 4

6 5

8 3

PRODUCT

Fill out your wheel and identify where you need to 
focus in on your business. Any revelations?
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BUILDING A BADASS BOUTIQUE

 HOT TIPS

Have a go at using these two tools…

High Five

High Five is a great exercise to kick-start your creative muscle and harness it for 
problem-solving.

The model maintains that there are at least five routes out of any given challenge. It will 
require you to consider options you may not like, but the point is to see the full spectrum 
of choices you could make.

For example: We should have 220 active members to perform well, but at the moment we 
only have 186. Five ways we could address this are…

1. Check sales funnel for number of leads

2. Check scripts and steps to improve conversion

3. Check attrition and address issues

4. Plan a campaign to bring a friend

5. Pitch to local corporates and businesses
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Challenge Tree

Take a challenge and create branches that break down the ways in which it could be 
tackled. Apply your own problem in the boxes using the example in red (Need more money). 
For example:

Need more money

More revenue

Corporate Singles Fixed cost Variable cost

Reduced expenses

  NOTES
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BUILDING A BADASS BOUTIQUE

PRINCIPLES

These principles will help you get more from this masterclass and your business. 

#1—EXPLODE YOUR MINDSET 

 ► I will do this by…

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                           

#2—SLOW DOWN 

 ► I will do this by…

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                           

#3—SPEED UP 

 ► I will do this by…

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                           

#4—BE SINGLE MINDED 

 ► I will do this by…
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 HOT TIPS

1. Use your head—does it make sense?

2. Use your heart—how does it make you feel?

3. Join the weekly zooms for live Q&A.

4. Direct any questions to badass@buildingabadassboutique.com

  NOTES
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BUILDING A BADASS BOUTIQUE

TOUCH 1—PURPOSE  

“Great companies start with why”

—Simon Sinek

KNOW WHY YOU EXIST

Your purpose is deeper than your paycheck. It is the deep-set, unwavering reason why 
you do what you do. It sits beneath day-to-day tactics, serves as your rudder, drives you 
through tough times and gets you out of bed on the days you’d rather not.

 EXERCISES

Plot your life story. The highs. The lows. Dig deeper for meaning. Notice the patterns, 
triggers and emotions that come up. Done properly, this exercise could take an hour or 
two with a colleague or friend. Then apply a formula that works for you.

WHY DO YOU EXIST?

 ► Plot Your Life Story 

The highs. The lows. Dig deeper for meaning. Notice the patterns, triggers and emotions 
that come up. Done properly, this exercise could take an hour or two with a colleague 
or friend. Then apply a formula that works for you.
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►

L

 ► L
Life

Low

High

 ► Why did things affect you?

 ► Look to the moments of joy and pain and envy. 

 ► Find the heat. Find the triggers and explore them. 

 ► What made you cry and why?

FIND YOUR WHY

 ► Simon Sinek

To...                                         
So that....

 ► Gerry Visca—The Why Guy

I exist to....
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BUILDING A BADASS BOUTIQUE

 ► Dr. John Berardi

Consider sending these questions to friends, family and colleagues.

 ► What are the talents or abilities or characteristics that describe me?

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                            

 ► What makes me tick?

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                            

 ► What do you count on me for?

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                            

 ► How would you describe my way of doing things?

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                            

 ► Is there anything that impresses you about who I am?
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KNOW WHO YOU SERVE

You will never keep everyone happy, so stop trying. You can’t have VIPs behind a red 
rope and remain accessible to all. It’s impossible to flaunt hard bodies—pushing a body-
beautiful, hard-core culture—and still attract unmotivated, out-of-shape clientele.

Create An Avatar 

Your ideal customer.

OR

2. Create A Psychographic Profile

Personality, values, interests, lifestyle.  

KNOW WHAT YOU ROCK AT

Part of the secret to boutique success is being absolutely and utterly focused. The best 
brands are those that double down on what they excel at, creating an uncompromising 
end-to-end experience around that.
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BUILDING A BADASS BOUTIQUE

 EXERCISES

1. Pinpoint the origin of your inspiration

 ► What was it—the drunk moment at the bar with a mate, the insight that clicked for 
you, the underwhelming experience that convinced you to do something about it?

2. Answer the following:

 ► Why do you exist?

 ► What feeling do you want your members to crave?

3. Crowd-Sourced Opinion

 ► What do your raving fans say? This is the nub of what you offer.
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 ► What do your haters say? This may be feedback for your business, or else the haters 
may not be your audience.

 HOT TIPS

1. Patrick M Lencioni, author of Five Dysfunctions of a Team, says: “If everything is important, 
then nothing is.”

2. This sentiment is echoed by JJ Gantt, CFO for Barry’s Bootcamp, who says: “Be as proud of 
what you don’t do, as what you do.” By way of example, at this point in time Barry’s is not 
focusing on digital or measuring biometrics. Instead, it continues to expand spectacular 
bricks and mortar-based workouts. (referenced at the Fitness & Active Brands Summit 2019).

 BADASS BULLETS

KNOW WHY YOU EXIST.

KNOW WHAT YOU ARE GREAT AT.

 RESOURCES

Find Your Why, Start with Why, Infinite Game—all by Simon Sinek

Change Maker—Dr John Berardi

Unplug—Suze Yalof Schwartz
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TOUCH 2—PAIN  

“Other than serving a group of people, you are effectively aiming to solve a problem 
that you see in your community or the world. Remembering this pushes you through 
when the going gets tough”

—Yemi Penn, owner-operator of F45 Brixton

YOUR PAIN

We are motivated by both pleasure and pain. Let’s consider specifically why you are 
reading this book.

1. Business good but not great?

2. You don’t know where to start, or don’t have all the key pieces in place?

3. Planning to scale your concept?

4. Your staff and member journeys aren’t delivering delight?

5. You’d like to dial up the emotional experience in your studio?

6. You don’t know what five-star looks like?

7. New to the industry and need a crash course in the business of fitness?

8. Looking to create a box-in-a-box concept?

THEIR PAIN

Business is about creating solutions for problems your market has. It’s about doing it 
elegantly. It’s about doing it comprehensively. The better you do this, the better your 
business will do.
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 EXERCISES

Read the Workout Bar (p69-71) and Ten Health & Fitness (p72-73) case studies from the 
book. They are examples of businesses answering a deep pain point in their respective 
communities. Determine your sources of pain and what you are here to solve.

1. Name your pain. What are you here to solve—why are you reading this book?

2. Name your customers’ pain. What are you here to solve for them?

ONGOING PAIN: LISTEN IN THE LOCKER ROOM

One of the richest, most unfiltered sources of actionable feedback is right under your 
nose: the comments made in your locker rooms. I always hang about to hear the post-
class commentary. People can’t help themselves. Out it spills.

Member pain related to the class that day, or the experience at the studio in general, is 
on display in all its glory. Barriers are down after class, combined with the insatiable 
desire to share observations with your new BFF. You will hear the good, the bad and 
the downright ugly.
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BUILDING A BADASS BOUTIQUE

 HOT TIPS

Listen to your members or prospective members. Really listen. Most people lie. They 
don’t intend to but they share what they have been conditioned to share, or a surface 
reason. I want to lose weight is a common one. You need to delve deeper and this is 
inextricably linked to why they came to you in the first place. It may go deeper to 
something like; I don’t have the vibrancy and self-confidence I used to have. If I’m honest, 
I’m lonely and I’m not living my life in a way that will attract a partner I want to share 
my life with. I have lost my mojo and swagger. I want that back. Not that is some pain 
you can start to over-deliver to. 

  NOTES

 BADASS BULLETS

BUSINESS IS SIMPLY ABOUT PROVIDING SOLUTIONS.

DELIVER THESE ELEGANTLY AND COMPREHENSIVELY.
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TOUCH 3—POSITIONING

“Netflix is the real competition”

—Melanie Whelan, former CEO, SoulCycle

‘FITAINMENT’

The fitness industry is now in competition with entertainment, influencers, social 
platforms, lodging and tourism. Meanwhile, just within the US$4.5trn global wellness 
ecosystem (referenced in the Global Wellness Institute Report 2019), physical activity 
(US$828bn) sits alongside personal care, beauty and anti-ageing (US$1.1trn); healthy 
eating, nutrition and weight loss (US$702bn); wellness tourism (US$639bn); and 
preventive and personalized medicine and public health (US$575bn).

FITNESS IS NOT FOR SALE

The problem is, we have been thinking about fitness all wrong. It has always been deemed 
an expense, but it isn’t—it’s an investment. We need to change people’s perceptions. Think 
about it. A woman will typically spend more on her face, her hair or her nails than on 
maintaining the rest of her body. 

PRICING: PUT THE PAY IN PAYG

In spite of the aforementioned race to the bottom, fitness does (for now at least) retain a 
price tag—and what boutique fitness has done is hike it dramatically. These studios have 
simultaneously raised the perceived value of group exercise and, by introducing new 
pay-as-you-go prices, provided freedom by untethering it from the membership model.

SIT AT YOUR SWEET SPOT

Boutique fitness is hot because it sits at the intersection of a number of trends. It’s 
important for your business that you do too.
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BUILD A POWERFUL BRAND

In its simplest form, brand is the way you feel about something. The power of your 
desire for a brand is a comment on how well that business has met your wants and 
needs—both physical and emotional—in a product or service. Luxury goods and services 
spend an extraordinary amount of time, money and guardianship building, protecting 
and promoting their brands.

SHARPEN YOUR EDGE

Pre-launch business planning is to some degree an exercise in cerebral origami. Want to 
know what your market really wants? Then launch your product into the market—and 
be ready to respond. 

 CASE STUDY

Branding Best Practice: Fhitting Room, New York City

Kari Saitowitz is founder of New York-based boutique studio business Fhitting Room. Read 
her full story on p 86 about how she builds her brand based on an ownable identity.

Let’s mirror what branding genius Kari did in developing her brand.

 ► What is your story?

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                            

 ► Why did you choose your name?
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 ► What about the color scheme?

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                            

 ► Tell us about your logo?

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                            

 ► How will you stay ahead?

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                            

 FROM THE EXPERTS

Brand Strength: BASE, Bangkok

BASE, led by Jack Thomas and voted best gym in Asia in 2018, has four facilities across 
Bangkok, Thailand (and growing). Learn from his experience partnering with other brands.

The fastest and best way to grow your brand is to engage the help of others. Here are 
some fantastic tips to partnering for success. 

1. Partnerships can be great, but like any relationship they take time and effort.

2. Always enter a partnership with the spirit of giving.

3. If the brand you’re approaching is bigger than you, the onus is on you to 
demonstrate how you can provide value.

4. If the brand is smaller than you, the onus is on them to demonstrate how they 
could offer value to you.

5. If the brands are equivalent in clout, be ready with key questions that explore 
how the relationship could work as a win-win.

6. Use influential introductions to get a foot in the door with key personnel.
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Other brand-building advice includes:

1. Know your clients. Like, really know them. Who are they? What are their 
goals? What injuries are they harboring? Build a mental profile of them. Add 
more information at each interaction.

2. Retain all staff. Yes, that means the cleaners and front desk as well as the 
coaches. Friendly cleaning staff and well-informed front desk staff create 
a stronger community and vibe.

3. Know what you do and do it better than anyone else.

4. Find your niche.

5. Build a community for staff as well as members. Cohesiveness happens as 
much in between work as within the function of the job.

6. Tailor your marketing around your 200–300 regular clients. Relate their 
stories to the tribe, repost their posts, build them up, share their successes 
through all channels as inspiration for others.

7. Inject soul into the experience. What can you do to make members feel special?

 HOT TIPS

1. Be true to yourself

2. Be unapologetic in your branding

3. Be creative in your choice of marketing channel

4. Don’t go for broke

  NOTES
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 EXERCISES

1. Intersection Infographic

Label several trends that you sit in the middle of.
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2. Pause to Observe

Visit a boutique shop, café, bar or hotel that appeals to you. Position yourself in a quiet 
spot where you can observe everything. Take a few deep breaths to slow down so you are 
able to absorb every detail.

 ► Notice the branding touches, names and logos

 ► Note all the products and services offered there

 ► Check in with your senses: what do you see, hear, feel, touch, smell?

 ► What was deliberately left out of the experience?

 ► What was deliberately left in?

 ► What distinctive touches made the experience extra-special?

3. Map Your Attributes

This is a fantastic exercise to prioritize what’s important to you and your customers, 
mapping these against your competitor(s) to uncover aspects to capitalize on, differentiate 
or exploit as a strength. Take the customer’s point of view and:

 ► Pick 10 attributes deemed most important in your business (the list below 
should spark your thinking).

 ► Put the attributes in priority order, from most to least important.

 ► Pick your most noble competitor—this may be an actual facility or a disruptor 
such as a digital workout—and grade each attribute out of 10 for both you and 
your competitor, in terms of how well customers’ needs are met.

 ► Compare scores. Identify where the differences are and who has 
the advantage.

 ► Make a plan to address each attribute (focus the same, focus more or focus less) 
based on this information 
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MAP YOUR ATTRIBUTES

YOU THEM

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

compare +/-
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Guiding note: You will not be able to win at everything. You may need to decide to lose at some 
things in order to pool and maximize your resources elsewhere. This is the power of focus.

ATTRIBUTE IDEAS: 

Location Science-backed Workouts

Convenience Technology

Childcare Talent

Amenities Community

Service VIP Experience

Class Additional Services

Availability Partnerships

Price Corporate Offer

Programming Variety
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4. A Personal Perspective

 ► Name three moments from your life that truly moved you, and explain why this was.

                                                                                                   

                                                                                                   

                                                                                                   

 ► Identify three moments within your studio’s fitness experience where you truly want to 
move members, and say why you’ve chosen these.

                                                                                                   

                                                                                                   

                                                                                                   

 ► Identify three brands outside of fitness that you adore. Stalk them and learn from them.

                                                                                                   

                                                                                                   

                                                                                                   

 BADASS BULLETS

RESIDE AT THE INTERSECTION OF TRENDS.

KNOW WHO YOU ARE AND KNOW WHO YOU ARE NOT.
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 RESOURCES

This is Marketing—Seth Godin

Good to Great—Jim Collins

The Brand You—Tom Peters

Fitness Business Asia Podcast—hosted by Jack Thomas

  NOTES
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TOUCH 4—PEOPLE 

“People quit products, not people”

—Scott Kinworthy, Director, F45 Academy (The Future of Fitness Podcast, 2019)

PEOPLE ARE YOUR GREATEST ASSET

People leave people, not businesses. Despite all the advancements in technology, people 
remain your greatest asset.

DEAL IN THE CURRENCY OF HUMAN CONNECTION

Ever since we danced around fires, lived in close-knit communities, hunted, fought and 
survived together, we have done so in packs. We yearn acceptance.

Boutique fitness has carved out an existence with this understanding at its very heart, 
fine-tuning an experience and applying the levers of cost, design, exercise genre, locale 
and promotion to satisfy a hyper-focused and like-minded community. The assembly 
is a tight, cohesive audience to deliver to.

BUILD HUMAN BONDS

Are you still remembering to think with both head and heart by the way? Are you 
honoring both sides of this equation? Just saying.

You are in the business of building bridges and forming bonds. It’s about bringing 
people together in heightened, sensory-led experiences where they can sweat and 
challenge themselves together: the same pain, the same playlists, the same collective 
high towards a state of euphoria.

You have a selection of tools at your disposal to curate that experience. The promise. The 
programming. The musical score. The afterburn. The language you choose. The rituals you 
embed. The services you offer in between classes. The aftercare. The more precisely each 
of these delivers and supports your overall promise, the better the experience will be.
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MAP YOUR STAFF JOURNEY

Boutique instructors are typically recruited, trained and paid better than their 
traditional club equivalents. They also tend to skew younger to meet the demographic 
they serve. The accountability of paying-bums-on-seats is a model that rewards high 
performance and highlights any issues promptly. It is not uncommon to have a base 
rate and performance pay.

MAP YOUR MEMBER JOURNEY

There is a delicate balance between too much and too little in the pure delivery of an 
experience. Let’s consider the well-understood terrain of a ride at Disneyland—pre-, 
during and post-ride—and map this against the boutique studio experience.

CREATE A FIERCE PEOPLE CULTURE

Culture is what happens when you leave the room. There are a number of things you 
can focus on to create a self-fulfilling vibe.

 ► Make a Magnetic People Brand

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                            

 ► Facilitate Full Immersion Training

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                            

 ► Show, don’t just tell
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 ► Let Staff Shine

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                            

 ► Nurture Rock Concert Performances

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                            

 ► Shout Success From the Rooftop

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                            

 ► Have Ongoing, Meaningful Dialog

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                            

 ► Fall in Love with Feedback

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                            

SET YOUR TEAM UP FOR SUCCESS

Great leaders are oxygen for their teams. The best leaders promise a better future, a brave 
new world. They create the best team and environment for the solutions the business 
is there to provide, the issues it is there to solve. They bring the best out of their teams 
and reframe challenges in a way that enables everyone to keep moving forward with 
good momentum.
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FACILITATE BADASS MEETINGS

Meetings are the bane of corporate life. You are not corporate life. You are small, 
nimble and evolving. Please tell me you’re not still doing 60-minute meetings—hour-
long talk fests with a fuzzy agenda, circular discussion and limited buy-in. Not on 
your watch.

FOSTER TOGETHERNESS AND SHARING

In your studio, design social spaces where conversation is facilitated—warm, welcoming 
areas that spark the desire to meet and greet between staff and members, congregating 
at the bar or in the corner L-shape. Ensure the layout for your actual class experience 
is clear and intuitive, with working stations clearly marked in tandem with interactive 
crossover points.

 HOT TIPS

1. As most coaches will concur, it’s often easier to start with a blank canvas than 
trying to get people to unlearn habits.

2. Don’t be scared of outgrowing talent. Your needs may change as a business, 
and you do all parties a disservice (including high-performing colleagues) by 
tolerating under-performance, albeit potentially well tenured. Remember, 
every key hire makes thousands of decisions on your behalf, which ultimately 
can strengthen or distort the direction or speed of your business trajectory.

3. Mission-driven workers stay longer and do more for you.

4. My three favorite recruitment questions:

 ► If you had the chance to go again, what from the 
last five years would you do differently?

 ► Out of 10, how would you score yourself 
versus the person you want to be?

 ► Tell me the exact reason I should not hire you for the role.
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  NOTES

 BADASS BULLETS

CREATE HUMAN BONDS.

HIRE ATTITUDE OVER APTITUDE.

 EXERCISES

Map Your Journeys

Each circle below represents a unique touchpoint—a staff or member moment. For exam-
ple, staff touchpoints might be: find talent, run auditions, welcome-to-the-team evening, 
rookie training. For members, it might be: sign in and pay online, receive a welcome and 
need-to-know email, high five on arrival at the studio...

Sequentially, these circles represent the member and staff journeys. Your job in this exercise 
is to fill out the circles with the key touchpoints of your studio’s journeys.

Note that beneath each of these touchpoints sits an experience that must be carefully 
considered and optimized to achieve a particular outcome and emotional response.
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 RESOURCES

Strengthsfinder 2.0 from Gallup—Tom Rath

Strengths Based Leadership 2.0—Tom Rath & Barry Conchie

Five Dysfunctions of a Team—Patrick Lencioni

Mapping Experiences: A Complete Guide to Creating Value Through Journeys, 
Blueprints and Diagrams—Jim Kalbach

The Fitness Business Podcast—hosted by Chantal Brodrick

Fitness Career Mastery Podcast—Barry Ennis & Shay Kostabi

  NOTES
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TOUCH 5—PROGRAMMING 

“Content is King”

—Steve Jobs, 1996

TAKE THE STAGE

There is a continuum that exists in terms of the delivery of programming at boutique 
studios, from Broadway script, through stand-up comedy to open mic.

Determine which programming approach you have or plan to have (it may be a mix). 
There is no right or wrong answer but each programming approach has different checks 
and balances to execute successfully. 

Write down the definition and examples for each.

Open mic

Broadway script

Stand-up comedy
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CURATE YOUR STRATEGY

If content is King, then consistency is Queen: you must have a plan when it comes to 
programming, and a method to deliver the results you promise. Your members need 
to know what to expect.

CREATE A JOURNEY OF CONTRASTS

The best shows, productions, TV series and relationships have highs and lows, shade 
and light, conflict and resolution. In terms of the boutique experience, think of creating 
an emotional roller-coaster for members. This may be expressed by creating a super-
friendly intro, incredibly clean coaching section where you explain the day’s class, 
an energetic start, an even-keel working section, a dramatic build into intensity, fun 
partner-based core training, huge finale, chill and fun cool-down.

SIT ON SCIENCE

Wearables coming in as the number one fitness trend going into 2020 should be 
enough to jolt you into the reality: measurement and results are important for 
today’s consumers, with accuracy and personalization rising in equity. As we enter 
data-driven and metrics-based times—with more and more people wearing watches, 
heart rate monitors, chips, and measuring sleep and morning resting heart rate—the 
science is mainstreaming and moving beyond ‘important’ to become an undeniable 
hygiene factor.

THE PATH TO OWNING IT

When you have the programming basics in place, and when you keep focusing on 
becoming better, something special happens. You start to go where no-one else has 
gone before and you start to plot uncharted territories.

This is where it gets harder to replicate, because the road to get there has been iterative, 
collective and driven by the DNA of your specific team. Your particular product has 
been created and delivered in a way that meets a specifically defined end.
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YOUR MUSICAL SIGNATURE

Music is arguably half of any group fitness experience. Music is pop culture. Music 
is religion. Music is politics. In a time when a crowded marketplace makes it hard to 
differentiate, it can truly be a defining signature of your brand and your programs.

 EXERCISES

First ask yourself: are you delivering a Broadway script, stand-up comedy or open mic?

Now complete the following sentences:

 ► Our programming strategy is                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                                                    

 ► We differentiate ourselves by                                                                                                                         

                                                                                                                                                                                                    

 ► The science we sit on is                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                                                    

 ► The results we get are                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                                                                                    

 ► Our special DNA is                                                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                                                                                                                    

 ► We refresh content by                                                                                                                                         

                                                                                                                                                                                                    

 ► Our solution for music is                                                                                                                                    
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 HOT TIPS

1. The best question you can ask members, to rate your overall performance 
as a studio, is: “How happy are you with the results you’re getting from our 
program?”

2. Variety kills. Don’t be scared to run back-to-back bestsellers to keep the most 
people happy across different timeslots.

3. “Don’t allow programmers to fixate on complex periodization at the expense of 
joy and release”—Emma Masters (ex-Virgin Active cycling lead and boutique 
consultant).

4. Looking to stream or deliver your content digitally, but don’t know how? 
An in-club solution is Fortë, where five cameras are installed in your studio 
to deliver live streaming and motion capture, with an added option to 
integrate wearables.

 BADASS BULLETS

CONTENT IS KING AND CONSISTENCY IS QUEEN.

SIT ON SCIENCE BUT DELIVER TO THE SOUL.

 RESOURCES

afterclass.classpass.com

Ben Greenfield Fitness—breaking down the latest research

Bulletproof Radio—Dave Asprey

TedTalk Health
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TOUCH 6—PLACE 

“Where people spend more time than their living rooms”

—Bloomberg Business

ROCK THE ROOM

“We finished our boutique studio on time and under budget,” said no-one, ever.

But there’s no surprise there. Your studio is your backdrop for transformation. It is a 
stage for instructors and members to do their best work. A place to experience the 
best hour of their day. How it feel

THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX

Innovation can be the result of a fresh perspective: several ideas not previously 
combined that unite to create a new concept. Change, they say, often comes at the 
periphery. When you want to design a new space, make sure you take a step back to 
consider a different viewpoint.

CREATE INTOXICATING ENVIRONMENTS

The design of many studio spaces leans in to the theatrical vibe, creating a dramatic 
backdrop against which the class and the performance can unfold. Lighting can either 
bathe the stage in soft dappling or else ignite the room in fireworks.

 HOT TIPS

1. “Don’t listen to potential investors who come with an analysis that, in terms 
of design and construction costs, boutique studios are to be compared to a 
standard retail build-out”—Nathan Bright, Bright Architecture

2. “Take enough time for the design and construction work and stay penny-
wise, but don’t necessarily try to get everything at the cheapest price. It’s 
better to pay more in the beginning to get things right”—Barbara den Bak, 
Founder, HIGH STUDIOS
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 EXERCISES

Think about the design journey of your workout studio, giving thought to the ebb and flow, 
and create two mood boards: one for the head and one for the heart. Remember, inspiration 
can come from anywhere, so book creative time and start searching. It’s inspiring and fun. 
Include images, pictures, creative dates, fabrics, movies, cars, interior design, house tours, 
retail, hotels.

For your ‘head’ mood board (studio functionality), you should gather inspo for:

 ► Space efficiency

 ► Flow in and out of the locker 
rooms and studio

 ► Clever storage solutions

 ► Stunning and easy to clean surfaces

 ► Lockers with style

 ► Wayfinding signage

 ► Creative workarounds for building 
limitations—e.g. poles, tight corners

For your ‘heart’ mood board (capturing feelings), you should gather inspo for:

 ► Colors that sing with your brand 
and that can exist in-studio, 
on apparel and beyond

 ► Quotes and images that will 
inspire on word walls

 ► Staging for photo opportunities

 ► Aromas you love

 ► Fabrics you adore

 ► Furnishings and finishings
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Your inspo could be elemental, whimsical, nature-based, stark, rich and warm, clean and 
welcoming. Capture color and texture. Brainstorm ways to further enhance your experience 
by filling in the boxes.

 ► Sight (lights, hue, intensity)

 ► Sound (vibration, music choice, volume, zones)

 ► Smell (clean, sweat, signature scent)

 ► Touch (tactile surfaces, towel service, interior designs, interaction with space)

 ► Taste (shakes etc)

SIGHT

SOUND

SMELL

TOUCH

TASTE
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Keep notes on the following as you go, remembering that every element of your design 
should build on your brand identity and reflect the customer you serve:

 ► What are your design principles?

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                            

 ► What are you delivering?

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                            

 ► What are your experience pillars?

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                            

 ► How are you zoning the club? (entrance, studio/s, locker rooms, storage)

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                            

 ► What materials will you use? (fit for purpose, easily cleaned, not slippery)

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                            

 ► What graphics will you use? (wayfinding, logos, quotes, mantras)
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 ► Furniture and other props? (plants, seating, amenities)

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                            

 ► Lighting for different zones?

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                            

 ► Dividers?

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                            

 ► Equipment and technology?

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                            

 BADASS BULLETS

DESIGN THE BACKDROP FOR MEMBERS TO LIVE THEIR BEST LIVES.

ENVELOP THE EXPERIENCE WITH FULL SENSORY STIMULATION.
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 RESOURCES

The New Rules of Retail: Competing in the World’s Toughest Marketplace—Robin Lewis 
and Michael Dart

www.brightarchitecture.com

  NOTES
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TOUCH 7—PROCESSES 

“What is the one thing I can do such that, by doing it, everything else will be easier or 
unnecessary?”

—Gary Keller

WASH, RINSE, REPEAT

When it comes to processes, it’s perhaps best to start with a simple definition: 
Webster’s dictionary defines processes as “a series of actions or steps taken in order to 
achieve a particular end”.

People

Programming

Place
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FOLLOW THE DATA (AKA ILLUMINATE YOUR BLIND SPOTS)

Opinion is less relevant today than in times gone by. We are in data-led times. We 
need to ensure we have the right systems in place to hear feedback, so we can then 
pivot accordingly.

CREATE SLICK, INTUITIVE, SEAMLESS SERVICE

To quote Bryan O’Rourke, a good friend and president of the Fitness Industry Technology 
Council: “You need to automate the mundane”—with the caveat, of course, that you get 
your manual processes right first.

 HOT TIPS

1. If you decide to partner with an aggregator—ClassPass, Gympass and the like—
make sure you maintain control of pricing and inventory, i.e. your database.

2. While expensive, towel services from external suppliers can be a great alternative 
to doing it yourself when there are so many other services to focus on.

  NOTES
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 EXERCISES

Make notes next to the following processes, so you can start adding them to the Playbook 
in the next chapter.

 ► Equipment

                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 ► Feedback

                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 ► Operations

                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 ► Budgeting

                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 ► Facility

                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 ► Heating and cooling

                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 ► Build-out

                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 ► Sales

                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 ► Marketing

                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 ► Aggregators
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 ► Booking

                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 ► Payment

                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 ► Add-on services

                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 ► Schedule

                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 ► Payroll

                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 ► People

                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 ► Technology

                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 ► Towel service

                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 ► Events

                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 ► Partnerships
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  NOTES FROM THE PURE BARRE SALES EXAMPLE 

 BADASS BULLETS

CREATE FRICTIONLESS EXPERIENCES.

(WO)MAN AND MACHINE IS THE FUTURE.

 RESOURCES

The One Thing—Gary Keller

Worth Every Penny—Sarah Petty & Erin Verbeck

The Future of the Profession: How Technology Will Transform the Work of Human 
Experts—Richard Susskind & Daniel Susskind

The Ten Principles Behind Great Customer Experiences—Matt Watkinson

The Fitness + Technology Podcast—Bryan O’Rourke

Wellness Living (Business Management Software)—Association of Fitness Studios
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TOUCH 8—PLAN 

“A goal without a plan is just a wish”

—Antoine de Saint-Exupery

“You can’t manage what you don’t measure”

—Peter Drucker

PASSION IS NOT ENOUGH

Remember you are in business. Your poverty serves no-one, so it’s important to deeply 
understand your path to profitability. This means crystallizing thoughts on paper, filling 
the gaps, factoring in dependencies, building in contingency and executing. There are 
three main reasons to create a great plan:

1. You have a clear path for yourself and your team.

2. You are efficient and can budget—both time and money—more accurately.

3. You save an extraordinary amount of resource in terms of time, money, 
people, opportunity costs and stress.

PLOTT-T YOUR PROJECT TEMPLATE

You may be using more sophisticated project management software, but if not, there’s 
a simple template to follow in the exercise at the end of the chapter. It’s called PLOTT-T 
and it puts key names to key pieces of work and against a timeline. BOOM.
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 ► Project

Name of the project. Use both head and heart to name the project, so not only do you 
cover logistics, but you do it in a way that honors the spirit and the why of your business. 

 ► Lead

Drives the project deliverables. Creates a scorecard that defines what success looks 
like and the key milestones along the way. 

 ► Owner

This person holds overall responsibility for the project, authorizes big decisions and 
signs off budget. They also have optics on adjacent projects. 

 ► Team

The exhaustive list of people contributing to the project, including suppliers, consultants, 
part- and full-time staff.

 ► Tell

Who needs to know, and when? Communication of the overall project has a number 
of different stakeholders, many of whom can easily be overlooked. Investors, 
silent partners, staff, members, local community, landlords, adjacent projects or 
business units…

 ► Timeline

This isn’t just about when you want the project completed, or the critical dates along 
the way. 
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PLOTT-T YOUR PROJECT TEMPLATE

Make sure you complete the PLOTT-T process for key pieces of work.

PROJECT:

LEAD:

OWNER:

TEAM:

TELL:

TIMELINE:

Obliterate Doubt

Once you’ve mapped a project out, be very clear about your priorities. Embed 
uncompromising actions that keep you on track. 
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YOUR BADASS BOUTIQUE PLAYBOOK

Now, this isn’t to say that plans won’t change along the way—they invariably do—but there 
must be a roadmap to reference out of due diligence. This is why you need to create your 
Badass Boutique Playbook. This is your overall operational guide: how you operate, SOPs 
(standard operating procedures), who to contact when each scenario happens, how to 
deal with sound complaints, health and safety, requirements regarding suppliers etc.

PLAYBOOK

Your business checklist. Your GO-TO for all staff. Your source of truth kept 100% up to date. 

PURPOSE (WHY)

Vision, Mission, Values

 ► Why do you exist?

 ► What do you do? 

 ► Who do you serve?

 ► How do you guide daily behaviors? 
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Strategy & Business Plan

 ► Strategy: 3-5 years, online/offline, franchise/license, exit, fundraise

 ► business plan: quarterly, annual

 ► PLOTT-T key projects

 ► single site, multi-site, local, regional, national, international 

 ► partnerships

Financials

 ► What is your path to profitability?

 ► Do you have a bookkeeper?

 ► Any loans or investors? 

 ► What is your breakeven point?

 ► What is your payback period?
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 ► Are you hitting targets regularly?

 ► What are your variations: weekly, seasonal, location, daily?

 ► Do you know

□ budget 

□ cash flow

□ gross and net margin

□ profit and loss accounts

□ EBITDA
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PRODUCT (WHAT)

People

 ► What is your organizational structure?

 ► Is each role clearly defined?

 ► Do you have a competitive compensation package (base pay-rates, performance-based 
bonus, team bonus, profit-share, mixed model)?

 ► Is there a complete and updated list of staff and suppliers?

 ► What is the staff journey?

□ recruitment (auditions, scouting, members, advertising)

□ onboarding & offboarding

□ training

□ performance reviews

□ recognition and reward (gifts, accolades, love language)

□ mentoring and ongoing development

□ career-pathing and progression
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 ► What is your culture?

 ► What language is used throughout the studio and in coaching models in class? 

 ► Are your staff trained to 100% satisfy member needs in your absence?

 ► Do you address positive and negative feedback with staff in a timely manner?

 ► Is your schedule and staffing managed seamlessly?

 ► Do you have a communication schedule: daily, monthly, quarterly, biannually, annually?
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Program

 ► What are the class touchpoints?

 ► How do you test, release and deliver new programs and concepts? 

 ► What proven results do you offer members? 

 ► How do you capture and integrate staff and member feedback?

 ► How do you track fitness and other business-critical trends? 

 ► What formats do you offer (live, streamed, on-demand, express classes, hybrid workouts)?

 ► What is your legal music solution?
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 ► What partnerships do you have (retail, café, ecotourism, apparel, footwear, toiletries, 
events)?

 ► What secondary businesses do you support (café - shakes, juices, supplements, meals, 
bars, protein powder)?

Place

 ► How big is your facility and what is the cost per square foot/meter?

 ► How well is the space utilized? (zones: entrance/retail/café/studio/wet areas/waiting/
staffroom)?

 ► Is it a quality fit-out?

 ► Are you embracing green building standards?
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 ► How good is your air and water quality?

 ► What is the lighting and sound journey throughout your studio?

 ► Is the space “Instagrammable” (promotes your brand in a good light)?

 ► How clean is the facility?

 ► Is everything well maintained and what is the schedule?

 ► What is your replacement timeframe: equipment, re-surfacing, refurbishment?
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 PROCESSES (HOW)
Operations

 ► Is your front of house and back of house in order?

 ► Are standard operating procedures (SOPs) in place for all key processes?

 ► Are passwords, combination numbers and other business critical information available?

 ► Is there a system to capture and address maintenance issues? 

 ► Is there an effective Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system?

□ booking

□ schedule

□ payment

□ additional services 

□ equipment-hire

□ retail 

□ café

□ challenges

□ retreats

□ events
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 ► opening

 ► closing

 ► room turnover

 ► cleaning (daily, deep cleans)

 ► maintenance (how is this recorded and actioned)

 ► additional services required

□ towels

□ plants

□ water

□ legal services

□ bookkeeping services

□ consultancy services
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SALES 

 ► What does success look like across acquisition and retention? 

 ► What are your key performance indicators (KPIs)? 

 ► What membership types do you offer: PAYG, block, membership, VIP, student?

 ► What secondary spend do you offer: product pairings, apparel, challenge, nutrition, 
VIP, recovery?

 ► How often are you checking your sales funnel?

 ► Do you know where your leads are coming from (lead generation and management)?

 ► Do you know how customers hear about you?
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 ► Do you know how new clients contact you? 

 ► Do you have corporate offers?

 ► Do you support and promote local businesses? 

 ► Are you measuring pipeline, conversions, activity?

□ active members

□ attendance tracking

□ booking rate

□ show rate

□ lost members

□ length of stay

□ visit frequency

□ attrition

 ► What is your daily prospect and member tasking cadence?
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MARKETING

 ► Do you have a brand book to guide all communications and activity internally and 
externally (images, tone of voice, colors, logo)?

 ► Are you consistent in your messaging across all platforms?

 ► Do you know your target-market and do you speak to them effectively?

 ► Do you use aggregators?

 ► Do you give back and if so how (foundation, fundraisers, local community)?

□ traditional marketing

□ social media marketing

□ member activations (bring a friend, referral)

□ corporate memberships

□ aggregator

□ events

□ fundraisers/causes
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TECHNOLOGY

 ► What technology systems are used?

 ► How is technology understood by staff and members?

 ► How smoothly is technology running?

□ website

□ app/online

□ Customer Relationship Management (CRM)

□ biometrics

□ content delivery

□ instructor tools

□ music

□ AI, machine learning, bots, automation

 BADASS BULLETS

STAFF JOURNEY

MEMBER JOURNEY

PROGRAM JOURNEY

REPORTING – KEY KPIS
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FUTURE PROOFING

1. How are you performing on the Boutique Barometer Wheel (check in every 6 months)?

2. Do you have an energized and thorough process to deal with challenges as a business? 

3. Are you agile and ready to pivot to position favorably for opportunities that present?

4. Do you have planned offsite time to consider your future and visit other inspirational 
businesses? 
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 HOT TIPS

1. Bruce Smith, founder and CEO of at-home connected rowing concept Hydrow, 
has taken the brand from concept to market at break-neck speed and hails 
the 100-page plan as critical to this success. Why? Because it forced him to 
crystalize thought and commit it to paper and review. It also meant he had 
to think out all the different proliferations of the product and its delivery to 
start deciding what they wouldn’t do.

2. Add contingency. You may not need to use it, but it’s always smart to have 
access to a little more time and capital should the worst-case scenario become 
a reality. It’s also important to identify must-haves at launch, versus nice-
to-haves that you may be able to incorporate once cashflow is healthy and 
you can justify cost. For example, you may launch with three-quarters of the 
desired equipment list, with a view to introducing more or switching it out 
at the three-month mark, provided sales are going well.

3. If this is your first rodeo, find a mentor or accountability partner upfront—
someone inside or outside the industry. Someone who has done this before, 
who can give you a reality check when you’re misguided, a shot of adrenaline 
when you need it, and help you re-prioritize when you get lost in the woods. 
People are generally happy to help unless they perceive you as a fierce 
competitor, which means you are one phone call away from great advice. 
When you get stuck, pick up the damn phone and speak to that someone 
who can shift you off the spot.

4. Find investors who understand the emotional aspect of boutique fitness, then 
ensure investor partnerships are open and transparent. Be clear if investors 
will have a hands-on or a hands-off approach.

5. Review your score from the Boutique Barometer. This gives you immediate 
feedback on what needs to be addressed, who to appoint, and a clear mechanism 
to share with the team as you explain what needs to be done. It also provides 
a fantastic way to socialize progress with your team and stakeholders.
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 EXERCISES

If you are thinking of raising funds, answer the following questions and complete 
the following checklist in respect of your business:

INVESTOR QUESTIONS

1. What is the TAM (total addressable market)? What is the opportunity?

                                                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                                                            

2. Is this concept easy to replicate? 

                                                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                                                            

3. Is this concept scalable beyond its niche?

                                                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                                                            

4. Is there portability of the demographics and psychographics of the concept?

                                                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                                                            

5. Is the barrier to entry too low and therefore not protectable?

                                                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                                                            

6. Is the concept a fad and therefore susceptible to having a short lifespan? 
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7. Do we have the right team and experience to expand?

                                                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                                                            

8. Is the brand strong and clear, able to guide operational 
decisions in a crowded marketplace?

                                                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                                                            

9. Is talent turnover a risk given this is a people-reliant model?

                                                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                                                            

10. Is this concept over-saturated or over-expanded in the market or category? 

                                                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                                                            

11. Is there sufficient innovation in the process to keep the concept fresh and new?

                                                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                                                            

12. What is the path to profitability?
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THE INVESTOR CHECKLIST 

YES NO

1 An impressive social media following □ □

2 Franchising potential □ □

3 A cult-like following □ □

4 Proof of talent retention □ □

5 Brand power □ □

6 Scale-ability to new markets □ □

7 Rich, high octane group experiences □ □

  NOTES
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 BADASS BULLETS

PLOTT-T

PUT THE RIGHT TEAMS IN PLACE TO DO THE RIGHT WORK. 

STAND IN YOUR STRENGTHS AND FARM OUT THE REST.

 RESOURCES

Tools of Titans—Tim Ferriss

Tribe of Mentors—Tim Ferriss

Club Industry Podcast: Insights on Fitness Franchising and the Kickboxing 
Studio Model from 9 Round’s Shannon Hudson—Pamela Kufahl
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TOUCH 9—PACE

“Rhythm is one of the principal translators between dream and reality”

—Edith Sitwell

GENERATE MOMENTUM

Business is a science and an art. You will always be balancing innovation with execution, 
the speed of delivery with the velocity of change. There is a natural rhythm that occurs 
within each process, each person and each business which, when managed well by the 
best person or team, makes sense in the business.

 EXERCISES

Identify how you would describe your tempo. Check the box.

“I’m told I move at breakneck speed. I want this yesterday and I work 
things out as I go.” 

□

QQ: Over the last 12 months, how many projects have gone sideways because of 
your ‘Ready, Fire, Aim’ approach?

                                                                                                                                                                                              

“I’m told I move at a reasonable pace.” □

What would be the risks if I went faster or slower?

                                                                                                                                                                                              

“I’m told I move cautiously.” □

What financial, personal or opportunity losses happened over the 
last 12 months because of waiting too long?
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Seek feedback from peers. You may have other shareholders, partners, investors, advisors 
and staff influencing the timing within your business, so factor this in as well and identify 
any unproductive tension spots in the relationships.

Identify your bottlenecks. Let me guess, IT and marketing?

Remember, you will be constantly iterating in response to feedback from staff, members 
and suppliers, but have a go now as a starting point.
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 BADASS BULLETS

FIND THE RHYTHM THAT MAKES YOUR BUSINESS HUM.

BALANCE THE CADENCE OF EXCELLENT EXECUTION WITH FRESH INNOVATION.

 RESOURCES

Escape Your Limits Podcast—Matthew Januszek

  NOTES
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TOUCH 10—POLISH  

Now, step back and behold.

—Emma Barry

BUILDING A BADASS BOUTIQUE BLUEPRINT
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TOUCH 1—PURPOSE                                  BRAND

Why do you exist?

How deeply embedded is your why?

What feelings do you want members to crave?

What are you great at?

TOUCH 10—POLISH
Explain what would be missing in the world if your business did not exist.
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TOUCH 2—PAIN                                          BRAND

Name your pain. What are you here to solve?

Name your customer’s pain. What are you here to solve for them?

How elegant and comprehensive is your solution for members?

TOUCH 10—POLISH
What solutions are you providing?
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TOUCH 3—POSITIONING                         BRAND                      

How powerful is your brand?

What is your identity? Who are you? What do you offer?

What is your reputation?

What do others say about you?
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How are your priced?

What 3 moments within your studio’s fitness experience where 
you truly want to move members?

What three brands outside of fitness will you be stalking and 
learning from?

TOUCH 10—POLISH
Name the trends you intersect and place a price on the value that brings.
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TOUCH 4—PEOPLE                                PRODUCT

How much do your staff and members adore you?

Have your fully mapped out your staff journey? Any key notes?

Have your fully mapped out your member journey? Any key notes?

TOUCH 10—POLISH
Describe your ideal staff and member (avatar).
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TOUCH 5—PROGRAMMING               PRODUCT

How impressive is your programming?

Are you delivering a Broadway script, stand-up comedy or open mic?

Our programming strategy is…

We differentiate ourselves by…

The science we sit on is…
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The results we get are…

Our special DNA is…

We refresh content by…

Our solution for music is…

TOUCH 10—POLISH
In a nutshell, what service do you provide?
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TOUCH 6—PLACE                                  PRODUCT

How inspiring is your studio?

The vibe we are creating is…

The ways we are ensnaring the senses (sight, sound, small, touch, 
taste) are…

Our elegant storage solution is…

Our maintenance solution is…

What are your design principles?
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What are you delivering?

What are your experience pillars?

How are you zoning the club?

What materials will you use?

What graphics will you use?

Furniture and other props?
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Lighting for different zones?

Dividers?

Technology?

Equipment?

TOUCH 10—POLISH
Your place rocks because…
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TOUCH 7—PROCESSES                         SYSTEMS

How slick and intuitive are your processes?

Sales and promotion...

Booking and payment..

Add-on services..

Schedule/timetable and payroll...

Aggregators...
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Feedback mechanisms...

Product and talent review...

Budgeting rounds...

Online/offline integration...

Facilities..

TOUCH 10—POLISH
The key processes that make your place hum are…
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TOUCH 8—PLAN                                     SYSTEMS

How robust is your plan?

Name your projects that need to be PLOTT-T’ed.

If you are looking to fundraise, are you ready?

TOUCH 10—POLISH
Do you have the right people lined up for the right work?  
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TOUCH 9—PACE                                      SYSTEMS

How well paced are you, so the team is energized but not burnt out?

What are you doing:

Daily?

Weekly?

Monthly?

Quarterly?
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Biannually?

Annually?

TOUCH 10—POLISH
Are you at the right tempo to get things done efficiently and as best you can?
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TOUCH 10—POLISH

Now stand back and behold. Look at your blueprint. How well does 
your overall plan deliver your dream?

Is there a clear through-line for the business as a whole?

Is it clear who you are and who you are not? Who you serve and 
who you do not?

Opportunites you see on the horizon include…

Am I being the leader by being what’s missing in the room?
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 HOT TIPS

1. Yemi Penn—owner-operator of F45 Brixton and author/podcast host of Did You get the 
Memo?: Because I F**king Didn’t —is a self-made woman of color who recently brought 
the house down as she told her story, and presented her impressive business numbers, 
at F45’s annual sales conference.

Her three key messages in this session:

1. Be grateful for what you have, yet remain hungry.

2. Be as tenacious as the three-year-old who wants candy from their parents. Don’t stop 
asking until you get what you want. Change your approach if you need to.

3. Stay fearlessly authentic. Learn to dance with fear in order to achieve your dreams, but 
keep it 100 per cent real.

“And remember,” she urges, “there is only one you in the world, so be courageous and go big.”

 BADASS BULLETS

BE GREATER THAN THE SUM OF YOUR PARTS.

EXPECT SETBACKS. GET A MENTOR. MAKE THAT CALL.

 RESOURCES

The 10X Rule: The Only Difference Between Success and Failure—Grant Cardone

Welltodoglobal.com

HCM (Health Club Management)
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CONCLUSION

BE ALL-IN 

Thankfully, in fitness, we were forged in the fires of commitment and movement. It is 
in our sector that ordinary people do extraordinary things with purpose, passion and 
a plan. 

Be inspiring but directive, clear but enabling, loving but principled. Set the stage for 
your staff to unleash their brilliance. Keep your vibes positive and your projects on- 
point. Understand that you are only as good as your last experience and make it count. 

The world needs your ideas. Your community needs a place to unite. We all need to be 
set free. Now go rock the room. 

Ready. Aim. FIRE.

—Emma Barry






